This paper presents a subject-independent facial action unit (AU) detection method by introducing the concept of relative AU detection, for scenarios where the neutral face is not provided. We propose a new classification objective function which analyzes the temporal neighborhood of the current frame to decide if the expression recently increased, decreased or showed no change. This approach is a significant change from the conventional absolute method which decides about AU classification using the current frame, without an explicit comparison with its neighboring frames. Our proposed method improves robustness to individual differences such as face scale and shape, age-related wrinkles, and transitions among expressions (e.g., lower intensity of expressions). Our experiments on three publicly available datasets (Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+), Bosphorus, and DISFA databases) show significant improvement of our approach over conventional absolute techniques.
INTRODUCTION
During face-to-face communication people naturally exchange information through their verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Facial expressions are an important part of natural human communication and new technologies for humancomputer/robot interaction and intelligent environments are taking advantages of this communicative channel. Automatic facial expression analysis can help making the interaction between human and computer more flexible and robust. Recent application areas include pain assessment, psychological science, and neurology [1, 2] .
Over the last decade, there have been a lot of attempts to perform the task of automatic analysis of facial expressions [2] . However, developing an automatic real-time facial expression analysis system that can deal with pose variations, illumination variations, occlusion, head motions, lower intensity of expressions, and individual differences across subjects is still a challenging task in computer vision and machine learning communities. At the center of automatic facial expression analysis is challenge of detecting the movements of some individual facial muscles called facial action units (AUs).
Conventional AU detection techniques follow an absolute or frame-based approach where the classification is performed based on the current frame, without explicit comparison with neighboring frames. Given their absolute nature, these framebased approaches have a hard time to handle scenarios with different levels of expression intensity and individual differences across subjects. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1 , an actor can naturally show some permanent furrows and wrinkles around the eyes, even during a neutral face. These age-related wrinkles, may interpret by the classifier as presence of AU4 in this frame. Frame-based methods will likely to detect the presence of AU4 (frowning) in this case since the eyebrows of this actor are to some extent lower, even in the neutral face. Figure 1 . Frame-based versus relative facial AU detection. A frame-based method is more likely to decide the presence of facial AU4 incorrectly in the first image of sequence 1 (and second image of sequence 2). However, a relative comparison between adjacent frames simplifies the problem of AU identification for both sequences 1 and 2.
In this paper, we propose a new method for facial AU detection which analyzes the temporal neighborhood of the current frame to decide if the expression recently increased, decreased or showed no change. By focusing on the relative changes in shape and texture of the face, our approach can improve robustness to individual differences such as face scale and shape, age-related wrinkles, and transitions among expressions (e.g., lower intensity of expressions). Our new classification objective function is more robust to individual differences across subjects and different levels of expression. As shown in Fig. 1 , a relative comparison between adjacent frames simplifies the problem of AU identification for both sequences 1 and 2.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: In section II, we review the related works. Section III discusses our proposed method for detecting relative changes of a facial AU in an input video. In section IV, we first describe the method which we used for representation of facial AUs by applying geometric and appearance facial features. Then, we report our experimental results. Section V presents conclusions and future research directions.
II. RELATED WORKS
Several survey papers reviewed the facial expression analysis researches [2, 3] . To code facial AUs, Ekman and Friesen developed Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [4] . The FACS includes 44 facial AUs. Among them 30 AUs are related to movement of a particular set of muscles: 12 for upper face and 18 for lower face [5] .
An automatic facial expression analysis system typically has facial feature extraction and classification stages. There are two major types of facial features: geometric and appearance features. The geometric facial features give the shape and locations of the face parts. Appearance-based features can be extracted by applying wavelets like Gabor [6] to the whole or specific locations of the face. While local methods are suitable for subtle change in small locations, holistic approaches are good at representing common facial expressions. More recently, methods based on combinations of geometric and appearance features are common. Senechal et al. [7] used Active Appearance Model (AAM) coefficients and Local Gabor Binary Pattern (LGBP) histograms to detect facial AUs. Simon et al. [8] applied AAM with Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors at some landmark points on face images.
Facial AU and expression classification methods can also be divided in two major groups: frame-based and sequencebased recognition methods. The frame-based methods use only a single frame with or without the neutral face. The sequencebased methods, however, use the time-related (temporal) information of the sequence. It is important to note that although these time-related approaches are using temporal information, they are not explicitly comparing neighboring frames but instead are learning dynamic between labels or latent variables. For example, methods like Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9] and rule-based classifier [10] have been used.
The state-of-the-art techniques use facial expression's temporal dynamics for sequence-based classification of AUs. Valstar and Pantic [11] used temporal information by analyzing the phase of the facial AU, i.e. onset, apex, or offset and the activation duration. Another notable work by Zhu et al. [12] is applying dynamic cascades with bi-directional bootstrapping to select an optimal training set.
These previous methods did not explicitly address the problem of high individual differences among subjects such as face scale, permanent furrows as well as lower intensity of expressions. Such individual differences in subjects may lead to poor classification results especially when the training set is small. Another difficulty is transitions among expressions. Transitions from AUs to another may contain no intervening neutral state. In other words, an expression may not start and end with neutral position. To recognize these AUs, the training data must contain dynamic combinations of AUs. We will address these problems by introducing relative facial AU detection method.
III. RELATIVE FACIAL ACTION UNIT DETECTION
We define the relative facial AU detection problem as follows: given a frame from an input image sequence and a specific AU to estimated, our objective is to determine if the intensity of the AU in is increasing, decreasing, or there is no change. In this section, we first describe our generic relative facial AU detection approach based on pair-wise comparison of the neighborhood frames. Then, we discuss how to train the proposed system using a set of image pairs. A. Overview Fig. 2 gives an overview of our method to assign the relative frame labels by incorporating neighboring information. When analyzing the expression intensities over time, the exact time of the onset, apex, and offset of facial expression is often fuzzy. As a result, computing the relative labels is more likely to be accurate than a method which uses only the current frame. Figure 2 . Top: The intensity of the AU for each frame. Middle: computing the relative label for t = 4. We used 3 3 9 comparisons between previous and next frames. The value , ̃ is the output of a classifier for image pair , , which can be interpreted as the difference between intensity and motion changes of the image pair. Then, we computed the average of the relative values (classifier outputs). Bottom: relative class labels for all frames of the sequence.
The first step of our approach is to train a pair-wise classifier which differentiate between increased, decreased or no change (see Section III.B for more details). The output of this classifier can be interpreted as the difference between intensity and motion changes of the image pairs. During testing, we estimate the relative labels using the neighboring frames. The neighborhood is defined by window size. In the example shown in Fig. 2 , we used a window of size 3, which represents a total neighborhood of 7 , including the current frame. Given this neighborhood, we compare all prior frames with all next frames. In the example, 3 3 9 comparisons were performed. For each comparison, a relative labels is estimated using our pair-wise classifier. Then, we aggregate the relative labels to predict the final relative label of the current frame. Formally, the relative label of the current frame can be defined as follows:
, ̃ is the output of the classifier for image pair , , which is a real value between 1 to 1, is a threshold and w is the window size. We divided the sum by /4, since we must take the average of /2 /2 comparisons. Ideally, c t, t̃ is the subtraction of the intensity of AU in the first image from the second one. The change in the intensity of the AU in images and is negligible, if the absolute of the average of the relative values,| |, is less than the threshold . The threshold and window size are hyper-parameters of the algorithm and are automatically determined during validation.
B. Pair-wise Classifier
Given the facial expression intensity (i.e., continuous output labels) of two frames, we train a three-class classifier which assigns labels +1, -1, or 0 to represent increase, decrease or no change. Given a specific AU and two frames of a subject, we assign label -1 (decrease) to the image pair, if the AU is present in the first image but it becomes absence in the second image. Similarly, label +1 (increase) will assign to the image pair when the AU is absence in the first image but it becomes present in the second image. When AU is absence or present in both frames, we assign label 0 (no change) to the image pair. In this non-symmetric three-class pattern classification problem the distribution of the third class is more diverse than other classes.
Each image pair ( , ) can be either two static images of a subject or consecutive frames of an annotated image sequence. In Fig. 2 , for example, , and , can be selected as training samples with label +1. Similarly, , and , are good candidates with label -1. , and , are also two samples with label 0. The frames which are on border are not good for the purpose of training since their presence/absence labels are noisy, especially if the intensity is not provided.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup 1) Geometric-Based Facial Feature Extraction:
We used the 3D Constrained Local Model (CLM-Z) [13] to track 66 facial feature points in the consecutive frames. The CLM-Z is a robust facial feature tracker. We combined the Generalized Adaptive View-based Appearance Model (GAVAM) [14] , a rigid head pose tracker, with CLM-Z to eliminate rigid head motions from non-rigid facial movements (see Fig. 3 ). Given frame I , GAVAM estimates the pose vector x , by a 6dimensional vector composed of the 3D translation and three Euler angles corresponding to pitch, yaw, and roll: x r , r , r , ω , ω , ω . 
Let
, , denotes the 3D location of the th facial feature point computed by CLM-Z in the GAVAM frame of reference. We can simply wrap the shape by the following equation:
(2)
Where is the 3D location of the th facial feature point after eliminating the translation and rotation due to rigid head motions, , , is the 3D translation, , and are the 3D rotation matrices which rotate vectors around the , , and axis with Euler angles , and respectively.
In this full perspective model, we can compute the coordinate x and y of the 'th feature point in the image plane by following equations:
Where is the camera focal length, and , are camera central points. We used the distance between specific facial feature points as the geometric features of frame . The geometric feature vector for an image pair ( , ) is the concatenation of the geometric features in frames and . That is, , .
2) Appearance-based Facial Feature Extraction: For each AU we can select a number of image patches, which are subject to change by presence of that AU, to apply an image filters. For example, for AU4 (brow lowerer) a suitable candidate is the region between two eyebrows which are usually subject to changes by wrinkles and furrows during presence of AU4. The Appearance-based feature extraction, were made based on the state-of-the-art method describe in [7] where they reported best results with LGBP histograms and geometric features.
Before applying the filters, the texture must be wrapped. We used a specific set of facial feature points to find the image patch in each frame. Then, we split the patch in two triangles and wrapped the texture using barycentric coordinate system and the pose vector resulted from GAVAM.
To extract the appearance-based facial features from each frame, we used a set of Gabor wavelets [6] with different scales and orientations. The real and imaginary pats of the Gabor function are as follows:
where , , is the variable in spatial domain and cos , sin is the frequency vector which defines the scale and direction . We used 5 scales and 6 orientations. The parameter is also set to . By convolving real and imaginary parts and with each image patch and computing the Gabor magnitude, we can represent the patch with 5 6 30 Gabor magnitudes. Fig. 3 represents 30 Gabor responses by applying the real part to a region between eyebrows.
Then, we applied the Local Binary Pattern operator to 30 Gabor magnitudes and computed LGBP histograms with 256 bins for them (for more details see [7] ). By concatenating all histograms, we can represent each image by 30 n 256 features, where n is the number of patches which depend on the AU. Then, we subtracted the feature vector of the first image from the second one. That is,
. In this way, we can represent each image pair , by a vector of dimension 30 n 256. Finally, we applied isometric feature mapping (Isomap) algorithm [15] , which is a manifold learning algorithm, to the resulted vectors to reduce the dimensionality and remove the dependencies between appearance features. The target dimensionality in Isomap algorithm was set to 40.
3) Classification:
We may concatenate the geometric and appearance feature vectors to classify the samples. However, since the geometric and appearance features are basically different [16] , we used a more efficient method by applying Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) algorithm to two different views of the data proposed by Meng et al. [17, 18] . We used a three-class SVMs with two RBF kernels with different parameters for two views to classify the image pairs. When the intensity of AUs is provided, a classifier with continuous labels may be trained. We used LIBSVM library with the epsilon-SVR option (see [19] for definition of LIBSVM options and parameters). The best penalty parameter and two kernel parameters and were obtained by searching in a wide range of parameter values using a small subset of data. The best model was selected based on 1 score:
precision . recall precision recall
4) Baseline:
In order to compare our method with framebased facial AU detection approach, we implemented a baseline. In both baseline and proposed methods, we design a classifier for each single AU. Having the presence/absence labels for both images and , we may obtain the class label of the image pair , . When the intensity of AUs is not provided, we considered the discrete case. That is, for each single image , if the AU is present then Intensity 1, otherwise Intensity 0. When the intensity of AUs is provided, we used 5 intensity levels 0.580 , 0.685 , 0.790 , 0.895, and 1.0 corresponding to the intensity levels A, B, C, D, and E in FACS. With this notation we can define the target for an image pair , as follows:
, ̃ Intensity Intensity (8)
In the baseline method, the geometric feature vectors and appearance feature vector were extracted from image . Similarly, the geometric feature vectors and appearance feature vector were extracted from image . For both baseline and proposed methods the same dimensionality reduction algorithm was applied to reduce the appearance features. Then, we applied KCCA to , and , separately. Finally, a two-class SVMs was trained to decide about presence/absence of the AU in images and . When intensity of AUs is provided, LIBSVM library with the epsilon-SVR option was used. In this case, the output of the baseline classifier is a value between 0 to 1 representing the intensity of the AU.
B. Datasets
We tested our algorithm using three databases: Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) database [20, 21] , Bosphorus database [22] , and Denver Intensity of Spontaneous Facial Action (DISFA) database [23, 24] .
1) CK+ Database:
There are 582 image sequences of 123 subjects in CK+ database. The pick frame for each sequence is FACS coded. A benchmark is also provided. For each subject, we chose the peak frame of every expression together with the neutral face. Then, we created several image pairs by selected frames. For most of the image pairs in the training set, one of the frames is neutral face. However, for some image pairs both frames represent the presence of different AUs. This enables the algorithm to detect AUs which are involving no intervening neutral state. Given an AU we can determine the class label for the image pairs by (8) . In this way, 1164 image pairs were created for all 123 subjects.
2) Bosphorus Database: There are 105 subjects and 4666 static images in Bosphorus database. Each image is FACS coded. The intensity for each AU is also available. The database includes 3D and 2D coordinates of 24 facial feature points for each static image (for this database we did not apply CLM-Z). There are up to 35 expressions per subject. We created 2790 image pairs using this database.
3) DISFA Databese: To test the proposed method by realworld data, we evaluated the performance of the proposed and baseline methods using videos of DISFA database. DISFA database includes spontaneous AUs of 27 adult subjects, in which each subject has been video recorded for 4 minutes (i.e. 20 frames per second). Every frames of this database is coded by a FACS coder. The intensity of AUs is also provided.
C. Methodology
For CK+ and Bosphorus databases, the test was performed using Leave-one-subject-out cross-validation method. For DISFA database, we also used image pairs of CK+ and Bosphorus databases to train the classifier. More precisely, we extracted a set of around 4000 image pairs from 26 subjects of DISFA database using the procedure described in section III. Then, we added 3912 samples (image pairs) of CK+ and Bosphorus databases to this set and trained a SVMs classifier. The remained subject was used to test the classifier accuracy. For this purpose, we defined the relative value for each frame of the remained video as described in Fig. 2 . A window of size 10 was used for the proposed method using a small subset of training data. Also, the threshold in (1) was set to 0.15. Table 1 shows the 1 scores of upper and lower face AUs for the baseline and proposed methods on CK+ and Bosphorus databases. Experiments by the relative method show improvement in terms of 1 score in comparison to the framebased baseline method. For CK+ database, the average 1 score is 0.79 0 and 0.816 for the baseline and the relative methods, respectively. For Bosphorus database, the average 1 score is 0.683 and 0.729 for the baseline and the relative methods, respectively. We also did the pairwise t-test. As we can see from the value of the t-test, the proposed method shows statistically significant improvement in terms of 1 score.
D. Results and Discussion
To compare the proposed method with a common benchmark [20] , we designed another experiment. Since the geometric feature extraction of our method is the same as the benchmark results on CK+, we only used the geometric features for this experiment. We first applied the proposed methods to a set of image pairs of CK+ database and obtained the relative labels. Then, we decided about the presence/absence of AU in both frames based on the relative labels. Due to compatibility with the benchmark results we used the area underneath the ROC curve as the measure in this experiment. Table 2 shows the area underneath the ROC curve for the proposed and the benchmark results. The average of the area underneath the ROC curve for the proposed method and benchmark results is 0.915 and 0.899 , respectively. Table 2 shows the experimental results on DISFA dataset too. Since there are different levels of intensity, we use the accuracy as the measure for this experiment. The average accuracy is 0.802 for the baseline and 0.826 for the relative method. As we can see from the p value of the t-test, the proposed method shows statistically significant improvement for real-world videos of DISFA database too.
Although better results may be achieved by using more efficient appearance features, we can see the proof of relative facial AU detection concept, since we used the same features and classifier for both approaches. Moreover, applying our approach on a new test sequence, including all tracking, image filters, dimensionality reduction and classification computations, can be performed in less than 0.03 seconds per frame with moderate computing power. As a result, the system is suitable for real-time applications.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
We proposed an efficient subject-independent facial AU detection method using classification of relative change in facial AUs, when the neutral face is not provided. In contrast to the frame-based facial AU detection methods which use only a single frame, our relative AU detection approach uses previous and next frames to decide about increase, decrease, or no change. Experiments show the proposed system is more robust to individual differences among subjects, transitions among expressions and lower intensity of expressions.
Our relative approach can easily be extended to temporal models such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and HMMs, since the main contribution of this paper is centered around the new relative feature descriptors which are independent on the classifier. As another future direction, we are interested to study the effect of other appearance-based feature extraction methods such as SIFT descriptors and Haar wavelets for relative facial AU detection method.
